LOCAL GIRL‘S TESTIMONY GETS AN ARSONIST 5 YEARS SENTENCE
On the 20. June 2012 in Carson City – state Nevada a local girl named Sandra caught
her uncle on the wheelchair red-handed setting fire to his neighbour‘s car.
Her name was Sandra Molic and she accused her uncle of setting the car ablaze. She was
summoned to the court to testify what she had seen. Sandra stated:”It was 20. June and
I nipped into a supermarket because our fridge was devoid of food”. ”Upon coming back
home I caught a glimpse of fire in the vicinity of our house”.” I was frantic with apprehension
that something had happened to my uncle who I was living with”. ”When I came closer
I noticed something which I never thought would come about and it left me completely and
utterly perplexed”. ” My uncle Patrick was a perpetrator of making fire paradoxilly”. ”He
poured petrol on the bonnet of a car and struck a match by virtue of empty jerry cans of petrol
beside the burning car”. ”Fire was penetrating rapidly, engulfing other cars and commenced to
spiral out of control”. ” Subsequently I called a fire brigade and they came within 10
minutes”. On the basis of Sandra’s testimony a judge brought in a verdict and namely accused
Patrick of arson and sentenced him to 5 years in prison.
In the end Patrick pleaded guilty and came clean: He said that in the last few years he had
born a grudge against his neighbour Steven because his dogs were incessantly barking and he
was reluctant to restrain them. He had reprimanded him a couple of times and Steven ignored
him. However the last straw which drove him to distraction was that dogs started howling at
night. Hence he decided to wreak vengeance.
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